


 

    The most sensational  
          Trading game!!!

The first virtual trading game      
    Where real crypto prizes 
           Can be won!!!!! 

A more detailed user manual will be published as soon as we are in the final stage of our development. Closer 
to launch we will publish videos and user manuals in several languages.
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1.What is Bulltrader? 

Bulltrader is a virtual but realistic trading game that can be played in free or in paid 
modus. 


Our trading game gives newbies and experienced traders the opportunity to trade on a 
virtual platform with a virtual trading balance. 


What will make Bulltrader exciting?


We do not launch a simple virtual trading platform where people can learn to trade but we 
will introduce trading competitions. Players will have the opportunity to compete in our 
free and paid trading contests. 

Top 15 to 20% of the player field of a contest will earn a piece of the total prize pool.


Bulltrader will offer free and paid competitions so everyone can join our platform and 
compete in this rush game.


We offer 4 types of contests.


- Free contests: Our free contests are free to join and there will be a BTR token prize 
pool awarded to the top 15-20% of the players field. BTR winnings are credited to the 
players Bulltrader BTR account. This BTR can be withdrawn to the players personal 
ERC20 wallet or can be used to enter BTR entry contests. As soon as our BTR token is 
listed on exchanges BTR will also be accepted as payment option for our paid 
contests.


- BTR contests: Our BTR competitions can be entered by paying an BTR entry fee. The 
total amount of paid entry fees will determine the entire prize pool. Beside the entry 
fees Bulltrader will often add extra BTR, BTC or ETH to the prize pool in special BTR 
contests. As like in the free contests the BTR prizes will be credited to players 
Bulltrader BTR account wallet and real money winnings will be credited to players USD 
wallet. BTR can be withdrawn to personal ERC20 wallets and USD wallet winnings can 
be withdrawn in BTC or ETH.


- Paid contests: Our paid contests can be entered by paying the determined entry fee. 
We will offer a wide range of buy-ins starting from 1$ up to ….$ We can go as high as 
our community wishes. The entire amount of entry fees paid will determine the prize 
pool. Top 15-20% of the player field will receive a part of the prize pool and their prize 
will be added to their USD account wallet. Players can use their USD wallet account 
balance to join new competitions or players can withdraw in BTC/ETH to their personal 
wallet.


- Sponsored contests: We offer the possibility to crypto or crypto related companies to 
organize a sponsored contest on our platform. The organizing company determines the 
entry fee and they determine the prize pool. They can offer their product as prize or 
they can offer their personal tokens as prize pool.




1.What is our BTR token and what use does it 
have? 
BTR tokens will be issued on the Ethereum network and will have all functions of an 
ERC20 token. Token contract is under construction and will be delivered within next 3-4 
weeks. After delivering details will be published on our website.


BTR total supply:  500,000,000 BTR tokens

Decimals: 18

Name: Bulltrade token

Symbol: BTR

Initial price offering on exchanges 0.01$


Token allocation:

100,000,000 BTR tokens are reserved for early bird pre sale.

330,000,000 BTR tokens are reserved to add in prize pools and the game  
platform affiliate program.

  20,000,000 BTR tokens are reserved for our airdrop and airdrop referral system. 

  50,000,000 BTR tokens are reserved for team, advisors and partners.


We are NOT!!!!  an ICO but we do offer future players the opportunity to buy BTR tokens 
in pre sale at a 50% discount + extra benefits (read further below).


Collected funds during the pre sale of our BTR token will be entirely used for marketing, 
development and remaining amount will go in the reserve prize pool funds.

We do not take a single $, BTC, ETH for the team. As stated above we do not offer an 
ICO so we do not have the right to take collected funds for paying our team or founders.


How can BTR used?


-BTR tokens will be our internal currency that can be used to enter our BTR entry fee 
trading contests. As soon as our BTR token is listed on external exchange(s) we will also 
accept BTR token as payment option for our paid contests.


-In future our token will also be usable on new platforms we are going to launch. Our 
team is already brainstorming on new crypto games we can launch in future.


-In future when our BTR token is well established we will also offer API integration to third 
parties to accept BTR tokens as payment option or internal token on their own platforms.


-Beside a utility function BTR will also become a tradable token on exchanges. So like 
any other token, BTR can be traded to make potential profits for traders. We deliver a 
token that will have a continuous supply and demand on exchanges. Bulltrader will use a 
part of their site earnings to buy back BTR from the open market to provide a continuous 
liquidity on its platform.




3. How does the game ‘Bulltrader’ work? 

Step 1:

Register a players account on our future platform.

As new player you will get acces to your personal player dashboard where you can 
manage everything:

- deposit and withdraw BTC/ETH and BTR.

- Manage your referral program.

- Manage your entries in competitions.

- Acces to the trading platform as soon as you enter a competition.

- Check your trading and contest result history.


Step 2:

After registering you are ready to enter our daily and weekly trading competitions. You 
can enter our free competitions instantly. If you wish to enter our BTR or paid 
competitions you will first have to deposit in to your player account.


We will offer daily and weekly contests and registration for every competition will open 
several hours up to days for registration depending on the contest.


Step 3:

THE GAME IS ON!!!!! As soon as the game you registered for you will get acces to a 
virtual trading account which contains a 25,000USD virtual trading balance. Through 
coinmarketcap API you will have acces to a realistic trading platform where you can start 
trading with your virtual 25,000$ trading balance.

The goal of the game is to end the competition with a USD balance as high as possible. 
As soon as the contest ends our processor calculates the current USD value of your 
holdings. 


Step 4:

After a contest ends we firstly  verify all results. As soon as all results are verified all prizes 
will be calculated and send to participants that end the competition ‘in the money’. All our 
contests will divide the prize pool over the top 15-20% of the player field.


Step 5:

Within 48 hours after the end of the contest we will publish the official result of the 
contest and we will process the payouts to the winners. Depending on the contest we will 
distribute prizes to the players USD or BTR account balance.


Note: Prizes awarded in competition organized by 3rd parties will get a customize payout 
process depending on what prizes that are offered. Token prizes will be processed within 
48 hours after the competition. Physical prizes that need to be shipped will take longer.




The game


Through coinmarketcap API we are able to offer a crypto/USD trading platform. So you 
can only buy and sell crypto/USD and USD/crypto. 

We are planning to offer the possibility to trade on at least the top 100 coins listed on 
coinmarketcap.


At the beginning of the contest every player will receive  a virtual 25,000USD trading 
balance.


Players will be able to:

- instant buy

- Instant sell

- Place buy orders

- Place sell orders

- Cancel orders8


Goal:


Players compete against each other to end the competition with an as high as possible 
trading balance value.

At the end of the competition all holdings will be calculated at the current USD value of 
your holdings.


The player with the largest value of his entire portfolio will win the top prize. Beside the 
winner we offer a prize to the top 15-20% of the player field of every competition. How 
we divide the prize pool will be explained further down in this document.




4. How do we determine the prize pool? 

In most cases we will distribute the prize pool amongst the top 20% of the player field. In 
rare cases we Lower this to 15% if we organize special events with more exclusive prize 
pools. 


Top prizes will vary from 15 up to 100% of the prize pool depending on the total amount 
of participants. 


5. Future of Bulltrader and BTR 

-We want Bulltrader to become the largest virtual trading platform ever seen with a 
community of 10 thousands of community members and players.

-We want Bulltrader to become the number 1 crypto game in the world.

-We want Bulltrader to become a transparant and honest platform where people can win 
nice crypto prizes by competing in our games.


-We want BTR to become a well adopted currency in the crypto community.

-We want BTR to become a healthy token with a good circulation of supply and demand.

-We want BTR to become a utility token for multiple services and games.


But most important we want BTR to become a healthy coin with a stable growing value. 
This can be obtained by offering stable, attractive and good working platform and with a 
good future plan to expand the utility of our BTR token.


Player fields Amount of players that win a prize

5-100 1-20

101-500 20-100

501-1000 101-200

1000+ 201+ 



6. BTR token backed by GPU mining 

Our main intentions are to provide an exciting platform that will be used daily by 
thousands of players that compete in our competitions.

Beside offering a nice platform we also want to create a healthy environment to let our 
BTR token grow and become well established in the crypto market.


Bulltrader does not intend to make millions of Dollar from our community. We do charge a 
fee on all 5-10% on the entry fee in BTR and paid competitions and we charge a flat fee 
at third parties for organizing trading contests.


We will use a part of the fees to market our platform, to support our referral program and 
to cover our monthly site expenses.


Most of the remaining funds we collect through fees will be invested in mining equipment. 
Profits we generate from our mining rigs will be used to support the market liquidity. With 
our mined profits we will be able to buy back tokens from the market on a continuous 
basis. By using mined profits we do not need new sign ups or deposits to be able to keep 
offering free contests to our community.


7. BTR referral program 

To make our platform attractive and to attract as many players as possible we decided to 
offer a nice referral program to our players.


Players can earn in 2 ways in our referral program.


Players will receive 1 BTR for every new sign up that joins with the players personal 
referral link. BTR commissions are paid in the players BTR account. Players can withdraw 
their BTR commissions to their personal ERC20 wallet or they can use their BTR 
commission to buy into our BTR contests. As soon as our BTR token is listed you can 
also use your BTR commissions to register in the paid contests.


Players will receive 5% on the deposit of their referrals and will be credited to the players 
USD wallet. Players can decide to withdraw their commissions or they can use their 
commissions to register for our contests.




8. Team 

We are not an ICO so do not expect that we introduce a professional core team and 
advisory board. We launch a game and do not intend to develop a high tech or million $ 
blockchain solution.


At this moment our team mainly consist developers that are working on the development 
of our platform. Our developers have experience in several large an smaller trading 
platform developments. We have developers with previous experience at for example 
bittrex, shapeshift.io, Hitbtc and other smaller trading platforms.


9. Pre sale and usage of funds 

We are not an ICO but we do offer players, investors the opportunity to already buy their 
BTR tokens.


We offer 5 different packages from bronze to VIP packages.


-BTR tokens can be purchased @ 0.01$ per BTR tokens and depending on the package 
you choose you receive 10 up to 50% extra BTR tokens.


-Depending on the package you purchase you will also receive 1 to 5 tickets into a 2 
million value BTR trading contest. So as a pre sale purchasers you can compete for a 
total prize pool of maximum 10 million BTR tokens. 


10. Platform launch 

Platform launch is predicted latest by the end of October. This is a ultimate date. If 
everything goes well we can launch sooner. We predict a duration of 30-60 days from now 
before we finalize the platform and do test runs to detect possible bugs and to fix bugs.


We will first launch our web version and intend to launch a mobile android and IOS 
application afterwards. However our platform can be used on mobile phones and tablets 
meanwhile. But for easy usage the launch of a mobile application is a must 

http://shapeshift.io


 




